MAC instructions on how to set your computer up to print on the ECE Xerox copier/printer. You will need the copier code number provided on your check-in sheet.

Here’s the info you’ll need for ABERCROMBIE--

**IP ADDRESS:** 10.128.1.87

Also, specific to the MAC setup. It’s important to use the correct driver. (*DO NOT install without reading instructions first*)

**For YOSEMITE --**

**For 10.9 and below --**
[http://jor1.web.rice.edu/Xerox_Print_Drivers_2.71.0.dmg](http://jor1.web.rice.edu/Xerox_Print_Drivers_2.71.0.dmg)

Once you have identified which driver to use, follow these instructions completely. Any skipped steps will result in failed install. (disregard the brockman info, those are just examples) --
[http://jor1.web.rice.edu/macXerox7545Instruction.docx](http://jor1.web.rice.edu/macXerox7545Instruction.docx)

For anyone using the 2.71 driver for 10.9 and below, please be sure to “Hide” the update from your software updates AFTER you have installed and configured the printer. If the “Xerox update” updates, then the driver will break and printing will be inoperable.